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Abstract

Language attitudes have been addressed by many studies, and the importance of accent choice is one of the attitudes investigated, yet scarcely by EFL educationists. The current study investigates the conscious choice of the American accent by Kuwaiti speakers of English as a foreign language and the importance of accent over other language aspects such as grammar, vocabulary and style as perceived by students. 67 female informants from the College of Basic Education, who are to become potential English teachers and speak with an American-like accent, participated in this study. The informants were given a questionnaire, and after obtaining their consent, their speech was recorded during in-class presentations. Some of the informants were interviewed to elaborate further on the importance of acquiring an American accent. The data was analyzed quantitatively through SPSS (mean and frequency) and qualitatively (through general sociolinguistic and phonetic analysis), and it suggests that most participants believe that achieving an American accent is prestigious and “cool” and more important than developing grammatical and lexical skills.
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1. Introduction

The well-documented argument proposing that language, “once acquired, control governing the phonetic implementation of phonological representations becomes automatic and is no longer subject to change” (Kingston & Diehl, 1994) has been attested and contested in numerous studies. Nothing makes research in
this area of linguistics more valid than the continuous spread of diversified English worldwide. The stronger the desire for learners to acquire prestige speech varieties of English—especially Received Pronunciation and General American—the more attitudes towards “foreign” accents in EFL contexts become a sensitive issue. Unsatisfied with their foreign accents in spoken English, learners will often do anything they can to emulate a British or American native accent.

Although there is a growing body of literature that addresses language attitude studies, a prevailing limitation lies in representing EFL contexts where issues involving attitudes towards native accents versus foreign accents are brought to the surface in new light. This paucity is especially tangible in EFL contexts existing in the Arab world. And more so in the Gulf region, where relatively little is known about the relationship between English accents usage and identity construction. For this reason, the present paper sheds light over a quantitative and qualitative investigation on the role that native American accent usage plays in an academic EFL context. We examine language attitudes and language choices from an identity construction perspective by eliciting the students’ views using a multi-faceted data collection framework. This framework consists of a qualitative and quantitative questionnaire (created based on a pilot investigation conducted in English conversation classes), recorded excerpts from classroom aural presentations, and face-to-face interviews involving a small selection of students. The study starts with a clear review of related literature. This will be followed by the methodology and results. And finally, the discussion will draw on both the results and literature to reach several beneficial conclusions that may prove useful in the EFL field.

2. Literature Review

Social discrimination against foreign accents is an age-old issue encountered by many speakers of English around the world. It is of such importance to learners that they endure many hardships in order to overcome the interference of sound patterns from their original language (L1). This is especially common when English (L2) is learned at a late linguistic developmental stage (Beebe, 1988; Seliger, 1988).

Some European accents are deemed favorable. For example, a person with a French accent is sometimes perceived as someone who is well-educated, whereas a speaker with an American accent is in certain settings assumed to be rich (Erard, 2016). Other eastern accents, such as that of a Middle Eastern speaker could conjure up negative stereotypes of an extremist or “just another refugee” (Niedt, 2011). The more negative language attitudes and judgmental stereotypes spread through media, the more learners strive to prevent phonological, syntactic and even idiomatic anomalies from seeping into their spoken English (see Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010; Derwing, 2003; Fuertes, Gottidiener, Martian, Gillbert, & Giles, 2012).

A great deal of linguistic research has been done on numerous facets of foreign accented speech in English. And since many scholars see this issue as the main cause of miscommunication, a lot of the existing research revolves around
intelligibility and comprehensibility of pronunciation (Derwing, Munro, & Wiebe, 1997, 1998; Couper, 2003; Derwing & Rositer, 2003; Derwing & Munro, 2009). Research in this area mostly originates from the widely accepted principle that adult 2nd/foreign language speakers (with some exceptions) have a foreign accent in their speech because authentic pronunciation becomes biologically difficult after a certain age (see Lenneberg, 1967; Seliger, 1988; Scovel, 1988; Flege et al., 1995).

Other studies that adopt notions of learners achieving native-like pronunciation of L2 in spite of a late start, offer opposing arguments to the critical period of L2 acquisition (see Ioup, 1995). For example, a study by Bongaerts et al. (1997) looked at the pronunciation of British English by advanced native Dutch learners who achieved native-like pronunciation in spite of a late start, and were mostly rated as native speakers by native English judges. A similar study conducted on Norwegian learners of English by Rindal (2010) sheds light over learners’ perceptions of British English as an accent that is harder to learn, whereas American English as being more prevalent and therefore more dominant among participants.

Research on accents also involves learners’ choices of the English language variety that they wish to use, regardless to the variety being used by their educational institution or teachers. A study by Pettersson (2008) presented results showing Swedish secondary school students used a mix of British and American English accents when speaking English despite being taught by teachers who spoke with a British accent. Interestingly, she also pointed out that students often spoke American or imitated an American accent as a direct influence from US television shows and movies.

In fact, American movies, songs, sitcoms and YouTubers continue to provide the greater part of real American English samples throughout the lives of many learners of English worldwide Carvalho (2004). Carvalho argues that, “The determining factor for use of television as a linguistic model to be adopted, is the speaker’s negative attitude toward their native dialect and their desire to change it” (2004: p. 142). Although, it has to be said that, many other sociolinguists seem to doubt the relationship between the television and the audience’s linguistic behavior (see Trudgill, 1986; Rickford, 1987; and Chambers, 1998). Chambers, for instance, argues that, “there is no evidence for television or other popular media disseminating or influencing sound changes or grammatical innovations” in language usage (1998: p. 126).

Results from anecdotal, experimental and case studies have often presented portrayals of attitudes from speakers and listeners on native accents as prestigious, as opposed to non-native accents as conveying negative stereotypes (Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010). In addition, extensive research attention has been given to the use of native accents in spoken English in relation to social identity and group membership (Crocker et al., 1998; Côté & Clément, 1994).

Increasing globalization and intercultural communication often imply that at-
titudes and beliefs of people who come to live and work in English speaking countries become even more pertinent. Accented-English speakers keenly seek accent reduction tuition in order to conceal their foreignness (Lippi-Green, 2012), in the hope that this would increase job opportunities. Mastering a native accent in this case therefore not only becomes competitive but also increases one’s confidence (Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010).

Much of the linguistic literature landscape surrounding native versus non-native spoken English links increased proficiency in pronunciation with an increase in syntactic and semantic competence (Cook, 1999; Derwing & Munro, 1997); however the opposite is not necessarily true. In other words, it is unlikely that a learner, who has near-native pronunciation proficiency, would simultaneously demonstrate a lack of grammatical or syntactic competence. And even if there are exceptions to this linguistic pattern of performance, they are not very common and have, as far as we know, received minimal attention by researchers.

This has therefore prompted our keeness to examine the EFL situation in the English Department of the College of Basic education in Kuwait where we also currently teach. After several years of teaching English oral skills (English conversation), it occurred to us that there are three reoccurring linguistic patterns in the speech of the students we teach, notably:

- Some students spoke English with an American accent, but would simultaneously make many structural errors.
- Some students spoke American English while hardly making any structural errors.
- And finally, other students spoke heavily (Arabic) accented English and made almost no structural errors.

Interestingly, most of these students have merely been exposed to a very intermediate level of English commonly taught in public governmental schools. The research questions that we hope to address after examining the collected data are:

1) Why is there a strong tendency to favor learning and speaking English with an American accent?
2) How do many students learn to speak English with an American accent?
3) What are the common characteristics of an American accent that are prevalent in students’ speech in the present study?
4) Why do students prioritize learning to use an American English pronunciation to increasing their grammatical and vocabulary knowledge?

3. Methodology

The following section provides details of the sample participants and the design of the research methods used in the present study. Choosing college students as a sample to investigate attitudes towards a particular language variety (American English, in this case) was rather ideal because of the fertile linguistic background associated with this academic context. These students are presently studying a
4-year bachelor degree program in English language and literature at the English Department of the College of Basic Education (CBE) in Kuwait. More specifically, they are first-year students attending three basic skills English courses: reading, writing and conversation. Additionally, they are female students (due to the fact that CBE is a woman’s college), and their average ages range from 19 - 22 years. For the purpose of our study, which focuses on aural language choices and attitudes, we have asked two different groups of students from two semesters (i.e. a full academic year 2017-18) who spoke in an American-like accents, whether they are willing to participate in responding to a questionnaire. The questionnaire was supplemented by face-to-face interviews with a small number of students who volunteered to take part in this section of the present investigation.

The questionnaire (see Appendix 1) was designed based on a number of pilot questions that were utilized as group discussion topics during conversation classes from the previous academic year (2016-17). The questionnaire consisted of 14 questions to be answered on a Likert scale. Questions 1 - 4 targeted the students’ insights on their English language proficiency and the extent of exposure to this language. Questions 5, 6, 7 and 9 were designed to elicit the students’ attitude towards American English, specifically (following the realization that this variety of English is favored among students). Questions 8 and 10 focused on finding out which area of language proficiency tended to be more important to students: structure, pronunciation, and knowledge of vocabulary or style. Questions 11 - 13 aimed to reveal students’ perceptions on how well they pronounced English with an American accent, as well as the length of time it took them to acquire this accent. Finally, question 14 was strategically placed at the end of the questionnaire to encourage students to share any tips on how best to acquire an American English accent. 70 questionnaires were given out to students, who opted to take part, but only 67 questionnaires were fully completed and considered, while 3 were eliminated. Although the researchers were hoping for a large number of students considering the total number of students in all the conversation courses is 280; however, there is a limited number of students who speak with an American accent.

Additionally, only 6 students chose to participate in face-to-face interviews. These students opted to take part in the interviews because they wanted to present a narrative in answer to some of the questions from the questionnaire. Individual interviews were carried out after class at each student’s convenience by one of the researchers (the first author of the present study), who took down shorthand notes as students were engaged in discussion. Each interview typically lasted around 7 - 10 minutes and mainly revolved around repeating two of the questions that appeared in the questionnaire (questions number 2 and 14, see Appendix 1). The idea behind the interviews was to facilitate elicitations from students and encourage them to add longer discussions they may not have been able to include when answering the questionnaire. The data collected from the questionnaire were entered in SPSS and analyzed to obtain mean, frequency and
significance, where significance is calculated at \( p \leq 0.05 \).

Since students’ perceptions on how they felt about American English and their level of proficiency in this variety are both important issues, it was necessary for us to determine whether these perceptions corresponded to characteristics in their spoken English in class. Therefore, to find out more about the students’ spoken proficiency and existing patterns of speech in the variety of English that they have chosen to use, we decided to record classroom sessions from their conversation course. This was done following the students’ consent to having their speech recorded and used as data for the purposes of the present study.

4. Results

4.1. Quantitative Findings

Most of the students who participated in this study speak in an American-like accent. However, not all of them have a good command of the English language grammatically and syntactically. Hence, it was essential to understand the way the participants view their language ability, and how important acquiring an accent is to them.

The first question (see Appendix 1) enquired about the informants’ English accent. 39.2% of the participants believed that their American accent sounds cool, while 27% feel that they sound like American native speakers. Two students stated that while they speak with an American accent, traces of a mild Arabic-English accent often infiltrated into their speech, especially when they are nervous. Figure 1 below, depicts the students’ views of their American English accent.

When the students were asked how they gained their accent, 46.7% stated it was from watching movies, and 26.2% stated it was from listening to songs. Two students believed that their families encouraged their use of an American accent and helped them practice it at home. Other methods of being exposed to the language were gaming, reading books and watching YouTube. Figure 2 below, displays percentages of the importance of the methods used by informants to acquire an American accent.

![Figure 1. Answers to “how does your accent sound?”](image-url)
Figure 2. Answers to “how did you gain your American accent?”.

The amount of practice required to acquire the American accent being used by informants was investigated next. 49.3% of the participants stated that they practice for more than one hour daily. Many students practiced once a week, and some stated they had set 4 hours a week to practice. Other students dedicated their time watching at least one series a day of their favorite sitcom in order to be exposed to the accent. In addition, it seems that several students practice whenever they have spare time. This reflects the importance of acquiring an American accent to these students. Yet, most students do not always feel that they put an effort to learn the language (49.3%). While only 6% noted they need to put in the required effort when speaking with an American accent, 28.4% felt it comes naturally to them. As for the rest, which are the majority, they felt it is a process of both effort and natural flow of speech combined.

The use of an American accent is important to 38.8% of the informants. Many reasons were provided to support this idea. Some students felt that the use of an American accent reflects the amount of effort they put into learning the language. Moreover, many students believed that the use of an American accent is important because it is the accent that is most widely spread. It also reflects professionalism and a status of high education. They added that using the American accent, especially with native speakers, makes the messages presented by speakers clearer and easier to understand. In addition, some students stated that they use the American accent whenever they can to practice the language and perfect it. Nonetheless, 40.3% of the students believed it is not always important to use an American accent. Many of whom, felt that non-native speakers of English might find it hard to understand. Hence, these students would mostly use the American accent in professional environments, such as in school or in formal interviews. Some students, on the other hand, believed that using an American accent is not important (20.9%). They proposed that in communication, a lot of importance should be placed on delivering the message and communicating effectively regardless of the accent.

The majority of the participants reflected their pride in the use of the American accent (56.7%). They mainly found their ability to be unique because it distinguishes them as “smart”. These students were proud of themselves because they are aware that other students find it very difficult to acquire an American accent, thus, their ability to speak with an American accent is unique. Five students stated that they feel proud when they speak with an American accent be-
cause it is an international language, and therefore used worldwide. The students used the words “clear”, “right accent” and “language of communication” when describing the accent. Some students felt that they could not be proud of using the American accent, especially with people who find it difficult to understand. Four students stated that they are not always proud of their American accent, because they find that not everybody appreciates it and it might seem like they are showing off.

With whom do informants use their American accent? Most participants stated that they use their American accent with everyone, especially with their teachers. The reason for this choice is the belief that the more they use the accent, the better command of it they will gain. However, some students prefer not to use it with their families and friends because they are shy, and believe it is not always acceptable. Figure 3 below, reflects the affect of the recipient on the choice of accent by the speaker.

The reason for using the American accent differs between informants, yet many informants use the American accent because it is the most common worldwide, thus they could be understood easily. Some students stated that although they feel that the American accent is cool, they believe it is not acceptable or understood by everyone. One student stated that she learned to speak with an American accent because when spoken in appropriate situations, it sounds clear and polite. Figure 4 below, reflects the reasons participants stated they choose to speak with an American accent.

The informants were asked to choose the most important aspect of language, and then to arrange certain aspects in terms of importance. Most students believed that being understood is the most important feature of spoken language (33.6%), while being “cool” was the least important. When arranging the language aspects, vocabulary seemed to be the most important feature, coming first 37.3% of the time. Grammar, however, was listed as the least important feature of language scoring 52% in last place. Figure 5 below, reflects the important aspects of a language according to the informants.

Figure 3. Answers to “who do you use the accent with?”.
Most students stated that they have learned to speak with an American accent gradually over the years (68.2%), 15.2% revealed that they learned to speak with an American accent in two years, while 16.7% believe they learned to speak the accent in only one year. Most students rated themselves highly in terms of language proficiency and command of the American accent, reflecting high confidence in their abilities. Figure 6 below, depicts the students’ evaluation of their language proficiency and command of the American accent.

As can be seen in Figure 6, the majority of students, who use American-accent features in their speech, grade themselves highly in term of language proficiency, clearly linking proficiency with native accents.

4.2. Qualitative Findings

4.2.1. Open-Ended Questions

As mentioned earlier (see Methodology 3.0), questions 5 and 6 were specifically designed to encourage students to share perceptions and attitudes towards the American accent as a variety of English (see Appendix 1). Question 5 focused
on the importance of speaking with an American accent, while question 6 focused on whether students felt speaking American English is a privilege.

In response to question 5, many of the students believed that speaking English with an American accent is important because it is more popular and common worldwide. The interesting part in their comments was the various adjectives used to explain the importance of American English: it sounds “smart, cool, easy to understand, better and less complicated than British English, more polite, clear, and educated”. However, a number of students expressed their disagreement to the idea that using American English in speech is important. They seemed to gravitate instead more towards comprehensibility with the majority of the comments expressed the following: “as long as people understood what I’m saying” and “if my message is clear... then speaking with an American accent is not really necessary”.

As for question 6, many students did not experience a sense of pride in being able to speak with an American accent and strongly expressed views about being proud of who they are without a need to “imitate Americans”. They placed more importance on “speaking with confidence” and “sounding spontaneous” even if it meant, “using a mild Arab (foreign) accent”. Some of the other students, on the other hand, felt proud that they are able to speak English and stated that they feel “different than the rest” and even “better than the rest”. The “rest” being the other students who they perceive as less fortunate because they speak English with a strong Arabic accent.

The final question (Number 14) is an open-ended question which allows students to express themselves freely, as well as provide general tips to other students on how best to acquire an American accent. Most students tended to agree that watching movies, sitcoms and YouTube are the best and quickest way toward learning to speak like American native speakers. But equally important to them seemed to be practicing reading regularly. Some students mentioned the
importance of not simply relying on college English classes (due to limited language exposure), but also supplementing that by going to English language training centers. While others have given detailed steps on how to acquire an American accent through regularly watching American movies. The students seemed divided: some against watching movies with Arabic subtitles, and others for using subtitles. While a few students actually provided practical detailed advice on how to learn English by watching movies:

“When watching American movies, start with Arabic subtitles, then move onto English subtitles, and finally don’t use subtitles, once you feel competent enough to understand a movie without depending on subtitles.”

4.2.2. Interviews
Interviews were conducted with a small sample of students, who felt they needed to add more insights and share individual experiences about their English language proficiency or their achievement in speaking English with an American accent. Two of these experiences caught our attention: one of which (student A) who forced herself to acquire an American accent under dire circumstances, while another (student B) had chosen a very creative way to teach herself how to speak with an American accent.

Student A was in 11th grade when she was ostracized by her English teacher (an Arab national) for being poor at English; to the extent where the student was regularly punished in class and eventually failed the course. The student was equally punished by her parents for failing and as a result, she reacted desperately by making a pact with herself to spend the whole summer vacation of that year (about three months) teaching herself English—mainly through watching movies. So intensive was her voluntary self-exposure to the English language that she succeeded in acquiring it to a degree where she passed both her high school and college English courses with ease.

The experience of student B, however, is not as intense, but is another example of self-taught American-accented English. Student B developed a strong interest in English at a young age (9 years) and ventured into a journey of extensively reading English books while also supplementing that by watching American movies and sitcoms. She eventually achieved a high level of competence in English and felt confident enough to initiate online friendships with native American and Canadian users. These users later became her close friends and she practiced speaking English to them almost daily for long periods of time.

It is worth noting that, based on our interviews with these two students, among others, we observed that student B seemed more grammatically competent when conversing in English and displayed good knowledge of vocabulary. This in turn, projected spontaneity and confidence on her part. Student A’s speech, in comparison, lacked variety in vocabulary usage (e.g. excessive use of “cool” and “like” as a filler), and seemed less spontaneous, more hesitant. Also, she generally tended to use slang (e.g. “gonna”), and idiomatic American English (e.g. “I love speaking English. It’s a piece of cake for me”).
4.2.3. Features of Speech Patterns from Recorded Excerpts

The American English accent has several distinctive features that are the target of people who want to learn the accent. One of these features is the lack of vowel rounding /ɒ/ known as the father-bother merger, where words like “cot” and “caught” would be realized as [kɔt]. Another common feature of the American accent is the realization of /t/ and /d/ as an alveolar tap [ɾ] when in medial position, such as the production of the word “city” as [sɪɾi:]. In other cases, when /t/ is in the beginning (or towards the beginning) or end of a word, it would be realized as /s/ such as in the word /sæt/ “write” which depends on pulling the tongue slightly backwards, fattening it and raising it in the middle touching the sides and bottom of the upper teeth. The tip of the tongue goes down touching nothing, and the lips round. Coalescence is also a feature known in American English, whereby two sounds join together because of speaking fast to produce a new sound. In this feature, the alveolar sounds /t/ and /d/ are followed by /r/ or /l/, when these sounds get in contact, the affricates [ʤ] and [ʧ] are produced, such as in words like “dry” [ʤrə] and “try” [ʧrə]. An additional way to distinguish the American accent is through rhoticity. The vowel contact with /t/ in most American accents would produce a rhotic [ɹ] and [ɾ], as found in words like [bɹrd] “bird” and [tɹʧɚ] “teacher”. Finally, most American accents are known to slightly velarize /l/ into a dark tone [ɫ], such as in words like “clear” [klɜːr] and “apple” [æpəɫ] (see Excerpt 1).

The distinctive phonological features of the American accent are the aim of many non-native speakers of English. Kuwaiti speakers of English usually have the tendency to mix the British accent with the American and with a little L1 affect to produce a unique Kuwaiti English accent. For example, Kuwaiti English is known for its trills. Hence, a Kuwaiti would not realize the word “baker” as American [bɛ̃kə] or the British [beɪkə], but instead as [ba:kə], and the American /ɡɹɪl/ “grill” would be realized as /ɡrɪl/. Therefore, when attempting to learn to speak with an American accent, Kuwaitis might add more rhoticity and rounding to the /l/ making it sound artificial. Also, as /l/ is considered one of the hardest American sounds to acquire by non-natives, many Kuwaitis would pronounce it more like a /d/ making it impossible to hold, or curl the tongue backwards which sounds a little similar but hollow. When pronouncing a word like “butter”, Kuwaitis usually confuse /l/ with /d/ making the word sound like /bʌdə/ rather than /bʌtə/. Another distinctive feature of Kuwaiti English is the absence of the diphthongs /ou/ and /ɔu/, which result in words such as “know” to be realized as [naʊ]. The Kuwaitis who attempt to speak with an American accent use /oʊ/ often. Coalescence is not a characteristic found in Kuwaiti Arabic. Therefore, words such as “try” and “dry” would be realized as [tɹæ] and [dɹæ] respectively. These realizations reflect the Arabic alveolar trill /ɾ/ distinctively. Since Kuwaiti Arabic uses a trill /ɾ/, words like “teacher” and “bird” would be produced as [tɹəʃə] and [bɜrd]. Attempting to turn the /ɾ/ into a rhotic consonant, causes the sound to be more rhotic than usual in most cases. While the dark /l/ is available in Kuwaiti Arabic, it is not a common sound. In fact, it is
only used in the word “God” [ʔa:H]. The Arabic [I] is heavier than the American one. This has caused confusion among those attempting to learn the American accent, as many Kuwaitis use the Arabic darker [I] to represent the American lighter one. The two excerpts below present patterns of speech typically found in students’ spoken English. Finally, Kuwaiti Arabic has no /p/ sound (the voiceless, bilabial stop) in its phonetic system, which usually means that learners compensate for it by pronouncing the closest corresponding voiced sound /b/ causing words like “park” and “hop” to be pronounced as [bɑːrk] and [hɒb] (see Excerpt 2).

These patterns project two categories of students: those who speak Arabic accented English, tend to make relatively few grammatical and syntactic errors and have good vocabulary knowledge, and those who speak English with an American accent and tend to make relatively more errors.

**Excerpt 1**: (Story telling in English spoken with an American accent)

“She felt there was something wrong with her but didn’t figure out what… A couple of month later, the results showed up and it turns out that she has a cancer. That news totally sucked!”

**Excerpt 2**: (Story telling in English spoken with an Arabic accent)

“Unfortu*nately, She felt very *ap*used and unh*ab*by. She knew that she had to be more *asse*rtive when interact*ing* with people. Anna was aware that her *b*ast as an or*phan* would make her feel uncom*fort*able.” (* misplaced syllable stress)

5. Discussions

It is clear from our findings that many of the participants in this study acknowledge the importance of achieving high levels of English language competence, although, some appear “disillusioned” into believing that linguistic competence may satisfactorily be limited to appropriate pronunciation only. Similar to Carrie’s (2017) findings in Spain and those of Rindal (2010) in Norway, our results, on the whole, support the notion that learners favor the American accent when speaking English. This observation is not only based on common perceptions that American English is both easier to produce and understand (see Results 4.1), and in turn simpler to acquire (or “pick up” from American media entertainment, as proposed by Carvalho, 2004), but also because it is socially attractive and widespread (Carrie, 2017). Most importantly, our results also suggest that although the students have placed so much significance on achieving good knowledge of vocabulary (see quantitative findings Section 4.1), their efforts tended to focus essentially on choosing and acquiring American pronunciation (see qualitative findings Sections 4.2). It is worth mentioning here that their choice to acquire and communicate with an American accent (among other English accents, such as British or Australian English) reflects the way that social meanings impacts linguistic choices and identity representation. In other words, these students clearly seem to regard American English as a prestige language variety and have chosen to position themselves in close connection with this variety (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005).
However, the area in which our findings most clearly diverge from those of other researches is that the participants in the present study, presumably unintentionally, believe that by imitating the pronunciation of native American speakers of English, they are accordingly, highly proficient in English. What appears to have escaped them is that their self-taught initiative, which relies mainly on being exposed to American media entertainment, may be beneficial when it comes to acquiring verbal skills, but fails to help them develop in other areas of language, such as the acquisition of grammar, syntax and vocabulary. In fact, most students found grammar to be the least important language component to be acquired, which accounts for the reason their grammar is not perfected as their accent.

Consequently, our main concern towards the students we teach is that they are unaware of their lack of grammatical competence in English. And while we do bring it to their attention when correcting their structural errors, their reactions are charged with disbelief because of the popular misconception they often use to justify their flawed linguistic behavior: “But I speak very good English!” Therefore, assuming that the argument of the critical period of L2 acquisition, mentioned earlier (see Lenneberg, 1967; Seliger, 1977; Walsh & Diller, 1979; Scovel, 1988; and Flege, 1995), is untrue in our case, we have to caution that there are other factors to consider here, and not just achieving native speaker pronunciation.

One factor is the ability to successfully “imitate” a particular variety of English pronunciation (the American accent) by self-taught methods. Another factor is prioritizing the acquisition of pronunciation over correct grammatical and syntactic usage as well as lexical development. Fortunately, both factors suggest high motivation and agency on behalf of the learners. Thus, given the rather deficient current EFL situation in Kuwait, such a dedicated and positive initiative by learners to help themselves develop linguistically is (pedagogically) highly appreciated by consciences English teachers. But, it has to be added here, that teachers can also play an important part in redirecting the learners’ aural self-taught efforts to enable them to develop an awareness of other equally important areas of English language acquisition.

Reading, for example is a valuable source of input, which encompasses a more holistic approach toward language exposure. Interestingly, audiobooks are a practical solution to today’s millennial learners, who blame reading of being a boring activity. At the same time, audiobooks also expose learners to pronunciation and a chance to hear different varieties of spoken English, albeit by listening to better language levels than those found in media entertainment. Figure 7 below, draws a comparison between two sources of learner language exposure: reading and media.

Additionally, the actual task of reading a book enables learners to strengthen their spelling (an equally challenging area of English language acquisition) and reinforces correct grammatical and syntactic formations of English sentences.
Figure 7. Self-taught methods to acquire an American accent according to participants.

Reading, also simultaneously teaches learners new vocabulary and engages more senses, such as what sentences look like and what they mean (see Kyongho & Nation, 1989; and McCormick, 1994). Reading for leisure should inevitably involve interesting books with easy accessible language to prevent learners from getting bored of reading.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, the present study argues that it appears highly inconceivable for learners to become linguistically proficient in most areas of the English language, including sounding like near-native Americans, simply by being exposed to American media entertainment for substantial periods of time, daily. However, since the phonetic skills of “imitating” an American accent seem to be possible for the students in the present study (despite late language acquisition) as well as appealing to them (because an American accent is “cool”), then teachers should strongly encourage this initiative further. Moreover, teachers could find ways to offer a guided self-taught program for acquiring English. This suggests areas of research that are well worth developing for future directions in teaching English to Kuwaiti learners.
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Appendix 1

QUESTIONNAIRE

As your teachers of English, we need not only investigate the needs of the Ministry of Education, but also your needs and preferences as our students. Which of the skills of English should we emphasize? What would you like to learn? How would you like to learn? By answering this questionnaire, you will assist us in designing better course material that is not borrowed from textbooks, but tailored to fit your needs. Please answer the following questions. You can choose more than one answer if you like.

1) How do you think you sound when speaking English with an American accent?
   ▪ Like an American
   ▪ Different from the rest of the students
   ▪ Un-Arabic
   ▪ Cool
   ▪ Other ________

2) How did you learn how to speak English with an American accent?
   ▪ American movies
   ▪ American soap operas (e.g. “Friends”)
   ▪ Travelling
   ▪ American songs
   ▪ Other ________

3) How much American soap operas and movies do you watch?
   ▪ Daily for 1 hour approx.
   ▪ Daily more than 1 hour
   ▪ Other ________

4) Do you have to make an effort to speak with an American accent or does it come naturally?
   ▪ I make an effort
   ▪ It comes naturally
   ▪ Sometimes both
   ▪ I don’t know

5) Do you think speaking with an American accent is important? Why?
   ▪ Yes
   ▪ Sometimes
   ▪ No
   ▪ Why? ________

6) Are you proud that you can speak with an American accent? Why?
   ▪ Yes
   ▪ Sometimes
   ▪ No
   ▪ Why? ________

7) Would you still speak with an American accent if you were talking with the
following people?

- Your teachers at The English Department
- Your classmates at The English Department
- Friends
- Family
- Cousins

8) While speaking English, what is more important to you?

- Good pronunciation (e.g. using "p" correctly instead of saying “b”)
- Correct grammar
- Perfect American accent
- To be understood by the person listening to you
- Other ________

9) Why do you choose to speak English with an American accent?

- To sound cool
- To sound smart
- To sound educated
- It is easier than British English
- American English is all around us
- Other ________

10) Number the following language skills, used when speaking English, in the order of importance to you: where 4 would be most important and 1 would be least important.

- Grammar
- Vocabulary
- Pronunciation
- Style

11) How long did it take you to become fluent at speaking American English?

- 1 year
- 2 years
- Gradually over the years

12) On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being poor and 10 being perfect), how would you rate your language proficiency (abilities)?

13) On a scale of 1 to 10 (1 being poor and 10 being perfect), how good do you think your American accent is?

14) If you were to advice other people who want to learn to speak like you, what would you tell them? (Write in Arabic or English to express your point of view).
Thank you!